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Identity

Lilla Lőrinc (1980), and János Borsos (1979) work together since 2008 as Lőrinc 
Borsos. The name covers an entity with its own creative consciousness. His/her age is 
currently 9 years. His/her gender, sexual orientation and intellect are equally characterized 
by bipolarity. The basis of his/her existence is the coexistence of extremities, but his/
her actual goal is the solution of duality. He/she vitalized by transiition. His/her spiritual 
nutriment is paradox, the intersections of contradictory ideologies. The typical case of fall 
between two stools but the choice of the floor is self-imposed. The artist aims at the glimpse 
of the greater whole: instead of choosing a part, he/she is excited about the relation of the 
parts to the whole.

He/she despises hierarchy and the social divide and exclusion created in its wake. He/she 
sets his own existence/nonexistence against these. Part of his/her art is direct questioning 
of the medium and social reflection. A dialogue with material, dialogue with the medium. 
Works that are place- and situation-specific. He/she reflects on the current and delves into 
longer projects at the same time. For him/her, art gets interesting beyond morals, when it 
still exists in an unfiltered state, right after the moment of the birth of an idea. At this point 
there is no political correctness of self-censorship yet. 

Representation 

His/her color of choice is glossy black, his/her material of choice is industrial enamel paint, 
which reflects his personality appropriately. His/her enamel-black flag of self-representation 
is not waving in the wind, as it is fastened to the pole with zip ties. if necessary, he/she is 
willing to take the role of a veterinary horse, a martyr, or a scapegoat, to save the hide of the 
creators behind him/her. 

in the beginning, he/she was building an alternative national image, as a counterpoint to 
the official national representation. Then, he/she changed the focus to research the nature 
of the investigated phenomena in global tendencies. This change was triggered thanks to a 
surfeit of current politics and a midlife crisis experienced being just a few years old. As an 
answer to this crisis, he/she turned criticism on him/herself, and dived into a complex, three 
year long self-analytical nightmare with the help of therapists, a painter and a curator (‘self 
critical Portrait’).

According to the solution by the therapist, he/she him/herself is just a replacement for a 
child, an idol. idols are silent, but the artist is outraged. His/her self is inseparable from the 
artists bringing him/her to life, he represents and catalyses their creative unity. 

Blaek

Glossy black enamel paint, or its other name Blaek is the main identification element 
for Lőrinc Borsos, that appears in his/her work right from the start of his/her 
career. The expression is of an old English origin, which was used to denote glossy, 
„good” black, as opposed to a matte, „bad black” called „swart”*. High gloss black 
industrial enamel paint has opposing qualities: it absorbs and reflects light at the 
same time. Which quality prevails over the other depends only on the viewer’s position. 
According to the intentions of the artist, the medium created by the paint – despite its 
profanity – can open up mystical dimensions, punching a symbolic wormhole between 
times and topics, and opposing contents. it covers and depersonalizes; it separates, 
or eventually, it connects. Material is hard to control, which envisages a potential for 
experimentality inside it.

*Michael Pastoureau: Black: The History of a color (Princeton 2008)
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 2021 | online exhibition @soloshow | curated by @greedy_rigor, @rhizomeparkinggarage | photo: Barnabás neogrády-Kiss
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Weighed Found Wanting (2021, enamel paint, textile, aluminium basma, chains, 150 x 200 cm)









Wanting (2021, enamel paint, air-clay, marble, fountain-system, variable size)



 2020 | group show | AQB Mines, Budapest | curators are the artists:
 szilvia BoLLA, Lőrinc Borsos, Dániel KoPHELYi, PPiLLoVV, Adrian Kiss, Erik MÁTrAi, 

Gyula MUsKoVics-Tamás PÁLL-Viktor sZEri, Márton Emil TÓTH  | photo: Dávid Biró

We descend hand-in-hand to the heart of the mountain, leaving any emotions behind. The 
familiar pathways of the mind lead to a wet, deep, warm darkness. our trail is paved by 
a thin, reflective membrane — we fall into a time-trap as we cross it. We enter ourselves 
as we set foot “out there”. it happens to us but we do it to ourselves. We freeze the future 
and melt the past, then in reverse. The pick-up is jumping back and forth on the nonlinear 
timeline of our memory. Tissues of intricately twirled, dystopian fragments emerge: 
familiar forms of madness, pleasurable traces of decay. We hide in the details, 
read among the lines, but the image remains undecipherable.

The participants show new works among reinterpretations of already existing ones, 
exhibiting large-scale, immersive and complex installations in the cave system of AQB 
— formerly used for limestone mining — hosting an exhibition for the first time in its 
existence.

Enter / exit at your own risk. 



Trinity Model 2.1

Appropriated and profaned work of János Borsos made in 2009 for examining the paradox 
nature of the relationship between the personalities in the Holy Trinity. originally the word 

FATHEr was the source of the projection which was pointed to the wall in the form of the 
word son, instead of i AM and YoU that appear in the current version. The geometrical 

transformation between the two words was made by the medium of the laser beams 
symbolising the Holy spirit.



Lőrinc Borsos: Trinity Model 2.1  (2020, laser modules, metal structure, electronics, 20 x 20 x 80 cm)
Adrian Kiss: BIG GATE (2017, metal structure, 200 x 300 x 200 cm)











Adrian Kiss: DUNYHA ACTIVE (2020, Quilted leather and linen with fleece lining, 200 x 140 x 3 cm)





Chaos Reigns

“chaos reigns”, says the fox in Lars Von Trier’s Antichrist. nature chooses an animal to be 
its messenger who speaks the language of the people: it declares the state of emergency. 

it feels like the human race should be told its status of an apex predator is perishable & 
the illusion of progress only makes the endgame more & more dramatic. Because the last 

word is always of nature. if we try to protect ourselves with walls & law we stay just as 
unguarded. Disaster could hit anytime & sure it hits, just a matter of time.

The main component of the installation was made of William Blake’s nebuchadnezzar 
monotype. nebuchadnezzar was the king of Babylon who conquered and captured the Jew, 

commencing the 70 years of Babylonia captivity. After a narcissistic outburst, the ruler 
became mentally deranged and as a result, he rushed to the wilderness and lived there 

for seven completely isolated years as a beast without control. one day his mind cleared 
and even so he got back to his throne, his image of the world changed drastically once and 

for all. The formative insanity was predicted in a dream, the prophet Daniel was the one 
who interpreted it. Although the king knew about the imminent peril, he could not escape 

it. it seems the role of the dream was to make him accept the coming of the inevitable 
experience, to live through radically human defenselessness that regardless of origin or 

rank, threatens everyone.



Lőrinc Borsos: Chaos Reigns (2019-2020, polistyrol, animal skin/fur, goat horn, plants, rope, enamel paint, water, steel, 
tile, wood, flashlight, audio, 270x270cm)









 2020 | solo show | VUnU Gallery, Kosice, slovakia | curated by: Peter Bencze
 | all images copyright and courtesy of VUnU Gallery and Everybody needs Art and the artist



Divide et Impera

„Hell is the separation of paradise and Hell,
the Devil is the bifurcation between God and the Devil,
evil is the crossroads of good and evil,
and error is the dualism that only opposes twins.”

Michel serres – The Parasite

Don’t worry, your nails will be ready.
come to the gate

Where we separate
Then meet the snake, look into his eyes,

And see yourself from inside.
Finally we flow forward

To spade ourselves in three parts
But we are careful with the saw,

Because we have to unite again from tomorrow.

Peter Bencze





Joint / NailArt 01 (2020, plexiglass, enamel paint, metal, 70 x 100 x 10 cm)







Besom (2020, wood, horns, enamel paint, metal, variable size)



Besom (detail)





Wand / Either Or
(2020, 3d print, enamel paint, plexiglass, metal, variable size)



As Near As (2020, Datura Stramonium, enamel paint, 40 x 5 x 10 cm)







Saw 02 (2020, marble, enamel paint, laser-print transfer, variable size)





Snakeface (The Wizard, The Witch)
(2020, wood, enamel paint, Datura Stramonium, variable size)







Snakeface (The Wizard, NailArt 02)
(2020, wood, enamel paint, plexiglass, metal, vinyl, variable size)





 2019 | solo show | Another Gallery (A) | curated by Maximilian Lehner | photos Barnabás neogrády-Kiss

HOPE THE FIRE WILL 
DO THE WORK



Hope the fire will do the work

Fire usually appears through its destructive power. if, following recent events, the 
prioritization between the burning of notre Dame de Paris or that of the Amazon region 
should anticipate the morality of a person, referring to the hope that the fire would do the 
work seems cynical. The destruction is devastating in both cases and a comparison seems 
impossible. Despite that, a need to judge on both, donate for one or the other, currently 
defines people’s moral goals in the eyes of others. The situation makes obvious that neither 
of the events is ‘better’ to pity and shows the occasional absurdity of moral judgements. 
Lőrinc Borsos explores another mythology of fire in their installation Hope The Fire Will Do 
The Work for Another Gallery, pointing to the antagonism of morality and its inconsistency. 
For William Blake, fire is a metaphor for the eradication of superficial differences. The 
English poet and painter sought to overcome conventional morality in his art in the eighteenth 
century. Burning, therefore, becomes a cathartic idea in his work, liberating the world from 
moral unambiguity and emphasizing the equality of all.

some of the works in the cabinet go back to the series Paradise Lost, in which Lőrinc Borsos 
reproduced classics of art history and censored stereotypes with their black paint BLAEK. in 
the triptych, they reference Blake’s satan watching the endearments of Adam and Eve, The 
Judgement of Adam and Eve, and The creation of Eve blacking out the figures of Adam and 
Eve as well as their unity in love and guilt or in the act of creation through the figure of God, 
and shifting the representational features to the depiction of satan. Thereby, the presence 
of the large black shapes emphasizes the conventional ideas in the paintings—and their 
mysterious becoming: bi-polarity of genders, harmony and monogamy, and male power.

The paintings vis-à-vis, arranged in shape of a cross, depict struggles between what is 
considered good and evil from Blake’s illustrations of Dante’s Divine comedy or Homer’s 
iliad. Lőrinc Borsos picks out details and sometimes alters parts such as the missing chains 
in the zoomed-in version of the evil angel (The Head). The full version of The Good and Evil 
Angels, is simply entitled Left-right, leaving out the moral implication of the original. Even 
more, the carnation of both angels is matched—no darker skin for the evil anymore.

The bold trace of thick black color then unites them with divine trash objects (Dehex, 
Pyre), glowing in the light. on the ceiling, a fake fire flares in a bowl reminiscent of the 
fake fireplaces that one could switch on in TV, reminding us of the difference between high 
and low judgements in aesthetics as much as the printed GiFs on the curtains in the room 
(Yes, no)—another distinction of what to consider as good or bad, as meaningful or not. At 
the same time, the curtains show—logically inconsistent with the titles—the antagonism 
between ‘yes’ and ‘no’.

A bit apart from the black line, moving out of the diagonals of the installation, a personal 
object of Lőrinc Borsos appears on the floor (Apparition): a combination of everyday 
objects, a baseball bat with a branch, and a strange font for writing “Jesus christ” on the 
bat. The stories of the surrounding objects, paintings, and their arrangement remind us 
of the fatal meaning they might adopt for us—as well as the moral implications and the 
logic that even simple things carry with them.

The Ashes of Blaek in the doorframe might show a new way of overcoming these hidden 
traces determining us, more radical than Blake’s mere idea of fire: by actually burning 
them.

The cynicism suggested by the title disappears in the installation, as do the clichés. The 
questions remain: Which pictures does the fire paint? How do we perceive fire—and 
equality when facing the fire? What motivates our decisions, and how could we overcome 
the invisible bias? How can we black it out or burn it? What kind of morality is left after 
the fire?

Maximilian Lehner





Paradise Lost tryptich (2016-2019, enamel paint, acrylic, oil, canvas, wooden board, 20x30x5 cm each)









The Head (2019, enamel paint, acrylic, oil, canvas, wooden board, 20x30x5 cm)



Left-Right (2019, enamel paint, acrylic, oil, canvas, wooden board, 20x30x5 cm)



Invitation (2019, enamel paint, acrylic, oil, canvas, wooden board, 30x20x5 cm)



Entering (2019, enamel paint, acrylic, oil, canvas, wooden board, 30x20x5 cm)



Carry It (2019, enamel paint, acrylic, oil, canvas, wooden board, 20x30x5 cm)



Carry Me (2019, enamel paint, acrylic, oil, canvas, wooden board, 20x30x5 cm)



The Pope (2019, enamel paint, acrylic, oil, canvas, wooden board, 30x20x5 cm)





Ashes of Blaek (2019, burned enamel paint, plexiglass, 20x30x5 cm)





Dehex (2019, hair, cigarette-box, copper)



Pyre (2019, string, chilly branches)





Yes (2019, print, silk, variable size)



No (2019, print, silk, variable size)





Apparition (2009-2019, acrylic, baseball-bat, wood, zip-tie)





 2019 | solo show | Glassyard Gallery, Budapest | curated by Borbála szalai | photos Dávid Biró

KILL 
YOUR 
IDOLS

Lőrinc Borsos – the fictitious identity engendered by János Borsos and 
Lilla Lőrinc – has been continuously reconstructing themself for more 
than a decade. They transform, mutate, shift shape and turn towards 
always new tendencies and idols. They define questionable points of 
reference that they then trip and fall over. With diverse magical, ritual 

or fetish-like objects, they confront the idols they have erected for 
themselfes, often turning into their own ambivalent imago. The solo 
exhibition of Lőrinc Borsos at the Glassyard Gallery gives insight into 
this dark and glossy (glossy black), pulsating process.

Borbla szalai



Curatorial text /L. B. vs. Borbála Szalai/, Logo (2019, vinyl, enamel, variable size)





Good Funeral, Bad Funeral (2016, acrylic, enamel, pvc, steel, chain, 200 x 200 cm)



Saw /H-4 -/ (2019, marble, photo-transfer, 20 x 30 x 5 cm)





Saw /H-4 +/ (2019, enamel, marble, 9 x 14 x 5 cm)



I Said Your Are Gods I- II. (2019, engraving marble, 30 x 40 x 2 cm)



Cut Out 1. (2015, enamel, oil on wooden board, 20 x 30 x 5 cm)





See no Evil, Speak no Evil, Hear No Evil II. (2019, enamel on wooden board, 3 pcs, 20 x 30 x 6 cm)



Gergő Szinyova: Untitled /Red, White, Green/ (2017, enamel, oil, acriylic, 20 x 30 x 2 cm)





Yellow Boy (2019, enamel, acid mine drainage (Geamana, RO), 20 x 30 x 5 cm)



Flag Spank (2019, flag-holder, mechanics, 35 x 15 x 20 cm)





Flag (2015, lacquer, zip-tie, flagpole, steel, 200 x 10 cm)





Hyperhomunculus (2018, metal, 5 x 5 x 13 cm)





Already Made /Another Name vs. Oldenburg/ (2018, postcard, enamel, 10,5 x 15 cm)





Trigger (2019, motor, laquer, metal, mirror globe engine, 30 x 10 x 14 cm)



Bifurcation 1. (2018, horn, metal chain, variable sizes)





Statement Object /Another Name/ (2019, painted glass, bones, 110 x 54,5 cm)



What Kills You Makes You Slonger /Not a Bronze Snake/ (2019, polyurethane foam, enamel, metal, variable sizes)







Legion, detail (2016, already dead insects, enamel, plastic, 400 x 10 x 2 cm)



Pillar of Fire (2019, glass, glass paint, enamel, 110 x 54,5 cm)









5 liters of BLAEK (L. B. vs. Gábor Attalai), detail (2019, plastic, enamel, rope, variable sizes)



Entipede /Another Name/ (2018, metal, 30 cm x 4 cm x 3,5)



Mirror, mirror on the wall, who is the fairest of them all? (2019, spray mechanics, enamel, plastic, variable sizes)



Lootie Baarloog is Dead /L. B. vs. Little Warsaw/ (2019, glass, enamel)





No means No (2016, baseball-bat, mechanics, pin-spot, wood, variable size)



Last Words /Another Name/ (2019, marble, photo transfer, enamel, 2 pieces, 20 x 30 x 5 cm each)



I Really Want To (2018, poster, enamel, A/2)



 2019 | solo show | in collaboration with Daniel Hüttler | Galeie Tic, Brno, czech republic
curated by Borbála szalai | photos Dávid Biró

THE 3RD HALF



The 3rd Half
Law of Excluded Middle

one of the basic principles of logic, the law of excluded middle states that either one of two 
contradicting statements must be true. There is no third, middle option.

The fictive, androgynous identity engendered ten years ago and developed ever since by the 
collaboration of János Borsos and Lilla Lőrinc, has been effortlessly toppling such axioms 
of logic for years. on the occasion of their solo exhibition at Galerie Tic, building on the 
dichotomy of the two opposite poles while at once surpassing it, the artists make an attempt 
to transcend the logical systems they have constructed for themselves over the last years. 
in a manner leaving behind their distinctive themes, the critique of national identity, their 
subsequent explorations into couple’s therapy and the individual mythological universe of 
black enamel paint (Blaek) constructed in close connection with these, the current exhibition 
marks new frontiers for Lőrinc Borsos. This identity - which is a synthesis of the two poles - 
is now extended, as a number of artworks of the exhibition were made in collaboration with 
a third co-creator, Daniel Hüttler, thus giving rise to a new unit (Another name) founded on 
mutual self-relinquishment.

Law of Identity

The exhibition space appears like some night club accommodating neo-occult, techno-
spiritualist séances, in which the repetitive beats and fetish objects are complemented 
with diverse biblical, alchemical and mythological allusions. The basic rhythm is provided 
by an anthropomorphic shape also related to alchemical and other (religious/personal) 
references. This shape is an arbitrarily selected element of the marquetry decorating the 
floor of the saint Peter’s Basilica in rome, which Lőrinc Borsos has been employing in their 
work since 2016, and which – also arbitrarily – they have coupled with the Homunculus theory 
from 16th century alchemy. According to the concept, humans, or humanoid beings can be 
produced chemically in a glass flask, as in each sperm cell there is a fully formed human 
being, a small homunculus that simply grows over time. not only does each spermatozoon 
contain a „small human”, but each of those also has sperms containing more small humans. 
This self-contained system can be imagined as a fractal-like infinite chain. on the one hand, 
the so-called homunculus form recurring in the exhibition space contains the essence, that 
is, itself (Hyperhomunculus); on the other hand, demonstrating an extraordinary kind of 
evolution, it guides us through different levels of self-transcendence.

Homunculus Paradox

With the help of diverse fetish objects, inward trips, spiritual retreats, or even a 12-step 
program based on a personal and fearless moral inventory, the exhibition is an attempt 
to reconstruct some already existing frameworks. it proposes such new systems that 
allow extremities, the categories of good and evil, you and me, or other bipolar opposites 
to dissolve in each other, systems that make it conceivable to cross over between different 
worlds and are capable of creating space for the third half.



Logo in collaboration with Elod Janky (2019, enamel on wall, variable size)





Moses Techno (2016-2019, diy trigger, fake stone, fountain with enamel, mechanics: Meetlab, Márk Radics)







N grave /H-1/ (2019, marble, 20x30x5 cm)







Hyperhomunculus (2018, metal, 5 x 5 x 13 cm)



Found Object in collaboration with Endre Kis (2019, horn, rubber, 30x30 cm)



Pump My Ride /H-3/ (2019, airclay, enamel, metal, 50x50x180 cm)





“I said, You are gods” (2019, engraving, enamel, variable size) / Saw /H-4 -/





Saw /H-4 -/ (2019, marble, photo transfer, 20x30x5 cm)





Fearless Moral Inventory (2019, Red Bull fridge with hacked visual, objects, 50x71x44 cm)



Fearless Moral Inventory - detail





Trigger (2019, motor, laquer, metal, mirror globe engine, 30 x 10 x 14 cm)



As Above So Below in collaboration with Vanda Kováříková, Vojta Fröhlich
(2019, print on polyester, bones, 45x55 cm)







Bifurcation 2 (2019, horn, metal chain, variable size)



Bifurcation 3 (2019, horn, metal chain, variable size)



Bifurcation 1 (2019, horn, metal chain, variable size)





Evil Eye (2019, print on polyester, variable size)





Trinity Model /version II./ - detail
(2006-2019, laser module, electronics, metal, variable size)



Trinity Model /version II./ - detail
(2006-2019, laser module, electronics, metal, variable size)



 2018 | solo show | Another name (Lilla Lőrinc, Daniel Hüttler, János Borsos) in Another Gallery, new York, UsA
curated by the artist | photos Daniel Hüttler

And after the fire came a gentle 
whisper: SHOW ME YOUR FETISH!

invoking Hermes is a piece of Luck. When in distress let him challenge you to 
wander with him, but never forget that he also uses his hat to cover his lies and 
his winged shoes are meant for flying. The same as luck goes, Hermes does 
while he whispers as he disappears: 

another day; another dollar.

Another Letter that nobody’s gonna read because we didn’t do it, in flesh: killing 
ourselves. But the 3 chapters read as a policy that set the terms and conditions 
of given adoration. our collective (un)willingness is what we use to transform the 
Liminoid into a crust with 6 arms instead of 3 hoods.

All under one hood, welcome to the transpersonal crib were we say: death to fear.





Suicide letter A (2018, plaster, enamel, hooks, rope, photo transfer, laquer)



Suicide letter B (2018, plaster, enamel, hooks, rope, photo transfer, laquer)



Suicide letter C (2018, plaster, enamel, hooks, rope, photo transfer, laquer)



The Ghost (201, wooden frame, sticker, fabric, vaseline)



Bond (2018, fabric, enamel, hooks, rope, steel, wire)







From left to right: Painting - midi, Painting - smol (2018, plexi, enamel, baloon, acrilyc, superglue)



Statement Object (2018, painted glass, bone, plastic glove, plastic pearl, shell)







Consent (2018, folder, silver marker, enamel, art magazine, plastic nails, chain, needle, found objects)



Entipede /Another Name/ (2018, metal, 30 cm x 4 cm x 3,5)



Eneme (2018, steel, print, paper, marker, cutboard)





Painting - big (2018, plexi, enamel, baloon, acrilyc, superglue, stand)



CentaGraph (2018, found object (glass, steel, postcard, coconut, bone, ash)



Altar (from left to right: DeHex, ImBalance, Gentle Whisper)



DeHex (2018, metal, cigarette box, hair)



 ImBalance (2018, found objects)



 Gentle Whisper (2018, plexi, hanky, marker, wooden stand)



Another Name (2018, steel, needle)



 2018 | in collaboration with Daniel Hüttler (Another name). Exhibited at Excavating Darkness, Trafó Gallery, Budapest with szilvia Bolla, 
Pauline curnier Jardin, and Anežka Hošková. Photos by Dávid Biro.

Hermes ColleCtion





Herma (2018, vinyl, dildo, polystirol, enamel, rubber, concrete)







3rd Shoe (2018, symmetrical shoe, enamel, silicone, polyurethane foam)





The 3rd reveals the 4th (2018, transformed hat, enamel, polyurethane foam)





Bifurcation 1 (2018, horn, chain, variable sizes)





5th Ear (2018, plaster, quartz rystal, acrilyc, 20 x 30 x 5 cm)



Hyperhomunculus (2018, metal, 5 x 5 x 13 cm)



 2016 | solo show | icA-D Dunaujvaros | curated by the artist | photos by Áron Weber

nonentity



nonentity
“God will make man see things, if it is only against the black background of nonentity”*

in the site-specific installation Lőrinc Borsos wishes to use the material “Blaek” as a 
metaphor of his/her own existence. He/she attempts to make the glossy black enamel paint 
talk along the lines of – and despite – its function and qualities, and then spread it out as a 
background, and editing board, in order to find correlations between past and current events 
of the passion of humanity. The eventuality of the starting of the process is indicated by 
randomness, that is, the transference of the right to decide to different forces of nature and 
minimal painterly gestures, and is stimulated further by mechanical installations. 

Throughout the experiment, the effort of rational control is replaced by the practice of letting 
go. Beyond expression through painting reduced to ornamental quality, the elements of the 
exhibition are ordinary objects overdriven in their operation or deprived of their functions – 
and even dead creatures. separately they are nothings, but together they are foreshadowing 
a global conspiracy theory.

“There will be no colours now. Just black. Glossy black. And peacocks, astronauts, earthquake 
and whirlwind. Things and events against the black background of nonentity. Tribute to the 
insignificants of this world who have been found worthy of encountering the absurd.” (L.B.)

The starting point for the exhibition is the story of Job, who examines the roots of our chaotic 
world through the tragedy of the individual. it is the story of the impeccable man, who 
unexpectedly suffers a series of tragedies, and in whom, despite of all this, an accusation 
against himself, or anyone else, or maybe the creator, is not conceived. His friends 
on the contrary, make him responsible for all that he has to endure, and so, not finding 
understanding, he absurdly turns to addressing his words to God. As an answer, the creator 
appears in the image of a whirlwind. God proclaims his own power and omnipotence that 
dwarves man’s significance in comparison.

According to the introduction to the Book of Job by G.K. chesterton this rather seems 
that the creator is apologizing, in lack of a better way, trying to talk for himself since the 
created world does not appropriately reflect his own omnipotence. This is a dramatic 
unveiling of the imperfection of the world.  The moral of the story is that chaos cannot be 
subtracted from the nature of the world.  if man falls, they do it because they are born into 
a world condemned to failure in the first place. Although the loss suffered by Job is huge, 
a personal conversation with the source of the universe is serving as a compensation. 
it is the feedback in which the individual recognizes him-/herself as part of a bigger 
organisational principle. 

As a result of disasters and tragedies, the individual’s perspective is deflected beyond 
the twilight zone behind the visible world, onto the ultimate horizon. The realm of eternal 
absurdity, lurking behind the fabric of reality punctured by evanescence. Here, the laws 
of physics have no effect, this is the external darkness (lightness), in the reflection of 
which existence as we know it is a mere passing shadow. A particle experiment initiated 
by a flick, having expanded into chaos the size of a universe in order to collapse back into 
itself in the next moment.** Perhaps it will be parenthesized, but it also may arrive at last.

“To look for the sake of looking: no different from being engrossed in aimlessness. Man is left 
on his own; and while everything begins to fade all around, his own self appears before him, 
threatened by disappearance, by nothingness. This is not so far from the revoking of creation. 
Even though the beginning was the hope of a new creation.” ***

The artist seeks the peace of mind of those who don’t stand a chance.

* G. K. chesterton, introduction to the Book of Job
** We need to emphasize the responsibility of the Flicker for the act of flicking, throughout which he 
craved to become visible instead of invisible, plural instead of singular. Throughout which event he 
must have had some disturbing thought that made him frame the picture so mournfully. creation 
thus impaired apparently cannot be mended by neither plant nor animal or human, not even the 
creator. Even if the creator also suffers from or – God forbid – falls victim to the misery and chaos 
that he brought about. Apparently even the death of God can only make invisible marks on the soul 
of mankind and the barren wastelands of the created world. But maybe this hide-and-seek is an 
inseparable part of his essence, just so that there be something at least to find in the course of the 
terrible endeavor of reading among the lines. (B.L.)
*** László Földényi F.: A festészet éjszakai oldala (The nocturnal side of Painting) p. 105.



etalon (2016, enamel, 20x30x5 cm)





good funeral, bad funeral (2016, acrilyc, enamel, pvc, steel, chain, 200x200 cm)



good funeral, bad funeral (2016, acrilyc, enamel, pvc, steel, chain, 200x200 cm)







flag (2015, lacquer, zip-tie, flagpole, steel, 200x10x10 cm) byproduct (2016, enamel, foil, 20x30x5 cm)



biggie smalls, biggie smalls, biggie smalls (2016, enamel, net, 50x70 cm)



tool-kit (2016, dock, held up by constrant stress, job without devil, stolen mécs)





clipboard (2016, plastic, paper, enamel, 20x30x1 cm) “at the end, what was left of him also died.” (2016, lightbox, wood, enamel, 60x80x50 cm)







unfinishable inventory (2016, enamel, paper, steel, chain, foil, variable size)





the true face of enlightenment - detail (2016, gypsum, enamel, sand, variable size)



the true face of enlightenment - detail (2016, enamel, chain)





fuck kapoor black (2016, spray, enamel, mechanics)



cockpit / “it isn’t that we don’t trust you, joe, but this time we’ve decided to go over your head.” 
(2016, print, wood, enamel)





the old testament hero (2016, print, ledlights, steel, chain)





isolation - detail



isolation (2016, marbling on paper, 80x200x10 cm)





legion (2016, dead insects, enamel, pvc, 400x10x2 cm)





apparition (2016, plexi, glass, led-light, 22x12x12 cm)



no means no (2016, baseball-bat, wood, pin-spot, mechanics, variable size)







statue of the unknown god (2016, fan, neon-light, enamel, cartridge, cable, foil, sound)









2017 | Leopold Bloom Award, new Budapest Gallery | curated by Bori szalai | photos by Áron Weber

nonentity (excerpt)





fuck kapoor black (2016, spray, enamel, mechanics)







The archetype and one of the sources of inspiration for the project was 
robert rauschenberg’s work entitled Erased de Kooning Drawing from 
1953. rauschenberg, who is regarded as a key figure of American Pop 
Art, contacted his friend Willem de Kooning, a master of American 
Abstract Expressionism, to ask if he could erase one of his drawings. 
With this provocative gesture, rauschenberg announced the triumph of 
the new generation while simultaneously acknowledging the relevance 
of continuity, in other words that we inevitably construct ourselves by 
treading in the footsteps of our predecessors. 

The artist revived this story in an interpretation of imre Bak, one of the 
most significant representatives of Hungarian geometrical abstract 
painting and an artist who is regarded as an exemplary master. Lőrinc 
Borsos’s attention was drawn to Bak by this and by instances of 
censorship in the past that constitute the subject matter of the exhibition 
red Tail Blue Pencil (part of the 1st oFF Biennale Budapest) where he 
was invited. An abstract painting by imre Bak was removed from the 1967 
annual exhibition of the studio of Young Artists, in other words it was 
censored due to cultural political considerations. For the exhibition the 
artist decided to censor a work by Bak, overpainting it with Blaek. 

Censored Bak
2015 | enamel on original artwork by Imre Bak: Serigraph II. (serigraph paint, paper, 70x60 cm, 1969) | 85x75 cm









2016 | the original Niemels Vergessen stamp series from 1946 | enamel, paspartou, glass, wooden frame | 50x70x2 cm

in 1946, for an exhibition titled niemals Vergessen, the federal countries 
designed a 10 piece series of stamps. From the 10, finally just 8 was 
published, to was censored because of their agitating content. in this work 
all of the ten can be seen together, but all of the image parts of the stamps 
are covered with enamel paint, also known as Blaek frequently used by the 
artist. The glossy black voids are capable of being charged with censorial, 
destructive, alienating, appropriating or self-reflexive narratives, depending 
on the context. in this case we mostly can speak about censorship. 

The niemals Vergessen stamp series - which shows Austria as a victim 
of nazi Germany – could be a worthy pair of the memorial statue of the 
German occupation raised in Budapest in 2014.The absolution of historical 
responsibility is performed in both works without avoiding the confrontation 
with the past by fictive remembering and fictive conversion.

Niemals 
VergesseN







the original Niemals Vergessen stamps series



Paradise 
Lost

2014 - | painting series | enamel, acrilyc, oil, canvas, wooden board | 20x30x5 cm each

“Paradise Lost” is a series which accumulates the artist’s mixed technique 
paintings created in the genre of appropriation, with a focus on the theme 
of Paradise. The paintings feature art historically canonized paintings and 
kitsch paintings, remixed by the artist. By masking out the figures in the 
paintings with black enamel, the works undergo a formal transformation, 

and the titles given by the artist often rewrite the stories with a high hand. 
At once figurative and abstract, the works thus generated form an organic 
part of the artist’s private mythology, which integrates the cultural material 
of different historical periods and continents. The works promote Blaek as 
a teleport gate for a symbolic escape route from social frustration.



BL FEAT LUcAs crAnAcH THE ELD.: FinDinG THE APPLE

BL FEAT HEnri roUssEAU: FEEDinG THE sErPEnT

BL FEAT GioVAnni Di PAoLo: EXcUrsion
2014 | oil, acrilyc and enamel on canvas, wooden board | 30x20x5 cm



BL FEAT iLLUsTrATionisT oF THE MEErMAnno cronicALs.: crEATion oF ADAM

BL FEAT UnKnoWn MAsTEr: crEATion oF EVE
2014 | oil, acrilyc and enamel on canvas, wooden board | 30x20x5 cm



BL FEAT WiLLiAM BLAKE: ADAM AnD EVE
2014 | oil, acrilyc and enamel on canvas, wooden board | 20x30x5 cm

BL FEAT LUcAs crAnAcH THE ELDEr: THE Lion KnoWs
2014 | oil, acrilyc and enamel on canvas, wooden board | 20x30x5 cm



VoYEUr (BL FEAT. MAsTEr oF THE EMBroiDErED FoLiAGE)
enamel, oil, acrilyc, canvas on wooden frame | 20x30x5 cm, 2015 



Terra NulliuS

The term Terra nullius in the title means no man’s land, and it originates 
in roman law. Throughout history this was the name given to continents 
that were not officially in the possession of any state. citing this, colonizers 
would freely invade the territories they set eyes on, subjugate the natives 
and exploit the continents. 

As opposed to other pieces in the series, in case of this painting, which is a 
1:1 replica, the dark matter is applied onto the surface not by the artist, but 
the visitors of the exhibition in the course of a performative act. A motion 

detector is linked to a mechanism that, when activated by a visitor who walks 
into its range, submerges the painting into a tub filled with black enamel 
varnish and then brings it back to the original position. The thresholds of the 
masking are set so as to obscure the figures in the painting, only leaving the 
foliage of trees and a narrow strip of the sky visible. During the exhibition, 
the painting is continually coated in enamel paint, in direct proportion to the 
number of spectators viewing it. Bearing an increasing load, the painting 
can be considered complete by the end of the exhibition. 

2015 | 1:1 copy of Nicolas Poussin's Primavera | oil on canvas, enamel, mechanic installation, motion detector | 180x240x100 cm





it became clear at the start of the project that the tools used for self-
scrutiny and self-definition would not only be the ones traditionally used 
by art history, but also those employed in affiliated disciplines, such as 
sociology, cultural anthropology or psychology, as well as mechanisms 
of entirely disassociated fields. Besides the quest for real answers, these 
inquiries have made it possible to scrutinize ingrained responses, role 
clichés and methods of resolution.

How far does the supposedly omnipotent role of the artist extend; the 
hallmark and style, as qualities of identification and recognizability 
(expected even by art trade); the necessary or superfluous, symbiotic or 
parasitic role of the curator as facilitator or hindrance? is undertaking a 
critical condition in a public art scene that prescribes progressiveness 

equivalent to suicide? can private life and artist identity be merged? As 
an artist duo, are they dominated by their female or male identity? Do they 
have to make a choice as to what kind of dynamic moves this relationship? 
is all of this sustainable in a private partnership (marriage)? 

The participants have considered themselves equal creative partners from 
the start, their roles put down in a contract, their negotiations logged. With 
the help of the project as well as psychotherapy, Borsos and Lőrinc have 
re-examined their relation to the hybrid artist brought to life by the two 
of them. szenteleki’s role has been to attempt to visualize the emerging 
anomalies in painting while reinventing his own pictorial language. The 
cyclically reconceptualized process has been consolidated through the 
coordinating and analytical role of the curator.

2013-16 | project, co-Authors: Kata oltai art historian, curator; Gábor szenteleki painter







FLAGS
2010- | painting series

Pieces of his painting collection called “Flags” are being created in series 
in pairs since 2010. The works of art formed this way are at the same time 
abstract images and pieces of lego with national symbols. Formulas of 

tolerance, in terms of the community suffering maneouvres of the political 
reigning systems and the symbolic compensation of the individual, to display 
indentity forms beyond national belonging.





H in H 1 / H in H 2
2014 | acrylic on wooden board | 2 pieces | 20x30x5 cm

DArK in HUnGArY / HUnGArY in DArK
2014 | acrylic on wooden board | 2 pieces | 20x30x5 cm



HoLY LAnD
2014 | acrylic on wooden board | 2 pieces | 20x30x5 cm

DArK in EU / EU in DArK
2016 | acrylic on wooden board | 2 pieces | 20x30x5 cm



inTEGrATion 2 (oLiVEWooD EnGrAFTED BY WiLD oLiVEWooD)
2011 | sticked, lidded wood | 20x30x5 cm

“But if some of the branches were broken off, and you, a wild olive shoot, were grafted in their place to share the rich root* of the olive tree, do not vaunt yourselves over the branches. 
If you do vaunt yourselves, remember that it is not you that support the root, but the root that supports you.You will say, ‘Branches were broken off so that I might be grafted in.’ 

That is true. They were broken off because of their unbelief, but you stand only through faith. So do not become proud, but stand in awe."
romans, 11, 17-20.



sEE no EViL, HEAr no EViL sPEAK no EViL
2017 | acrylic and enamel on wooden board | 3 pieces | 20x30x5 cm



cEnZorsHiP in THE coLLEGiUM HUnGAricUM ViEnnA
2017 | real Hungary | curated by Vitus Weh, photos by András Király

The series  was cenzored by the director of the institute before the opening.



2010 | installation | chamotte model of the hungarian Parliament in 1:300, vibrating table, motion detector| 50x100x130 cm

Immovable land

“I shake not only the earth, but also the heaven;' and this -- `Yet once' -- doth 
make evident the removal of the things shaken, as of things having been made, 
that the things not shaken may remain;”  Hebrews 12:26-27

Between 2004 and 2010, the artist was preoccupied with the Bible and the 
possibilities to be active in a Christian community. To this day, the artist contin-
ues to reflect on this period and the studies he undertook at the time, either 
using them as a guiding principle or analysing them from a critical perspective. 
He typically contrasts societal phenomena with stories from the Bible. 

In the work on exhibit here, he brings a symbol that embodies the Hungarian 
state into a paradoxical field of stability and instability. The work helps visitors 
in their examinations of their relationship to the symbol.
 
According to the perspectives of stability, the artist built the scale model on 
a solid metal core, but by switching on the vibrating table he surrenders it 
to inevitable destruction. According to the concept, any renovation of the 
installation is prohibited. The process is complete when the last dust particle of 
dust falls from the table.







H
2009- | series

From 2010 the artist concentrated on the daily and current Hungarian 
social and political problems researching the public well-being. His 
goal was to detect the conflicts, deficiencies and exaggerations besides 

all he tried to find and present the real human way of thinking. The 
sense of humour directed him in the whole process.



HUnGArY i.
2008 | unpolished and birght enamel on canvas | 150x200 cm | in private collection



HUnGArY iii. (sEriEs)
2009 | mixed technique, canvas, wooden board | 7 pieces | 20x30x5 cm each | in private collection



WATEr cAnnon DiPTicH (oLDscHooL / BEForE siEGE, nEWscHooL / AFTEr siEGE)
2010 | oil, canvas on wooden board | 20x30x5 cm each | in private collection



HUnGAriAn GoVErnMEnTs, TriPTYcH 
2010 | oil and enamel on canvas | 100x150 cm each
The three types of political parties formed governments since the hungarian system change in 1989.



PoLicEMAn
2010 | enamel, nail polish on canvas | 50x40 cm



UnKnoWn HUnGAriAn PoLiTiciAn
2010 | enamel on canvas | 30x25 cm | in private collection



H As noBLE cHArAcTEr
2010 | tinsel on wooden board | 20x30x5 cm | in private collection
Gold covered international vehicle registration code of Hungary, as the image of a desired new hungarian heritage.



mAsk
The social engaged series Mask evokes the leading events of the recent 
political situation, cultural themes, religious conflicts from the view 
point of substitutability and impersonality. The artist just cut out some 
details / motives from the pictures putting on the virtual clippboard 

where a black hole was created, painted by a vivid black enamel. The 
pictures were made in different styles and techniques depending on 
the atmosphere of the evoked situation constructing a sharp contrast 
between the drawn and the cut-out forms.

2009-  | series of paintings



oVAL oFFicE
2008 | oil, enamel on canvas | 100x150 cm | in private collection



DicTATor HEAVEn
2010 | acrylic spray, enamel on canvas | 150x200 cm



inVisiBLE cAr
2012 | enamel and acryllic on wooden board | 110x150x5 cm



PoPEMoBiLE (oH LorD Won’T YoU BY ME A MErcEDEs -BEnZ?)
2008. | enamel, oil, acrilyc | 20x30x5 cm



BUsH LiMo (AnD THE GrEATEsT FrEEDoM is...)
2008. | enamel, oil, acrilyc | 20x30x5 cm



WAsHinGTon MonUMEnT  (AnD THE GrEATEsT PoWEr is...)
2008. | enamel, oil, acrilyc | 20x30x5 cm



tO SeeK the peace Of mind Of thOSe 
WhO dOn’t Stand a chance



LÔrinc Borsos
Lilla LÔrinc & János Borsos
+36 70 770 8454 | +36 20 996 7731
borsoslorinc@gmail.com
instagram.com/borsoslorinc
borsoslorinc.com

rEPrEsEnTATion
Glassyard Gallery, Budapest
instagram.com/glassyard_budapest
glassyard.hu

sTUDio
50 nagytétényi street, 
Budapest 1222 Hungary
aqb.hu


